National Enterprise Network
Representing the enterprise support sector in England
National Enterprise Network is a unique membership body representing those working in the enterprise
support sector across England. We believe our members are crucial to England’s economic growth. Our
role is to support their work by representing their interests, promoting the results they achieve and
connecting them with opportunities for even greater success.

Our mission is to support our membership by:


Representing their interests to government and others in the public and private sector,

showcasing a unique national network of credible, quality assured enterprise support organisations
 Promoting the successes they achieve and demonstrating the value they add to local
communities and the wider economy
 Connecting them to people and projects inside and outside the Network, to share valuable
knowledge, skills and opportunities for even greater success
Our membership is traditionally, but not exclusively, made up of not-for-profit enterprise support
organisations providing independent and impartial advice, training and mentoring to new and emerging
businesses. We represent a variety of enterprise support organisations; including enterprise agencies,
Chambers of Commerce, local authorities and other specialist providers.
Organisations meeting specific criteria can apply to become Members of the National Enterprise
Network. If they also obtain and maintain a recognised quality standard (currently ISO, Customer First or
Matrix) they become Quality Assured Members. In addition, an Associate category is open for
organisations that wish to align themselves with the Network in a representational capacity, but which do
not qualify for, or choose not to take up Membership.

Network Benefits
Those joining the Network receive the following benefits:
 We believe in strength in numbers – taking your local enterprise and business support issues to a
national forum, including regular meeting with BEIS, CLG and DWP.
 We offer a chance to align your organisation with other likeminded individuals and organisations,
offering the best in the field of enterprise and business support.
 We provide a strong media profile for enterprise support, its Members and Associates in the national
press, broadcasting and social media channels.
 We hold an annual conference and other events addressing issues of the moment, introducing
opportunities and dealing with your concerns relating to the future of the sector.

2018-2019 Subscription fees:
Company Turnover
Up to £70,000
Up to £250,000
£250,001 to £999,999
£1,000,000 to £2,999,999
Over £3,000,000
All figures are plus VAT

Quality Assured Member
N/A
£480
£830
£1,310
£1,640

Member
N/A
£480
£830
£1,310
£1,640

Associate
£250
£555
£935
£1,530
£1,780

Benefits
In addition to those benefits outlined above, those who join the Network receive:

Benefit from the Network’s representational activity,
championing the sector’s interest at a national level and
making sure the voice our Members is heard by a wide
range of public and private sector partners and stakeholders.
Receive referrals from those seeking start up support and advice
Receipt of Network newsletter, as well as other
communications including articles and papers relevant to the
world of enterprise and enterprise support.
Benefit from heavily discounted rates to attend the annual
conference.
Networking, networking and networking! Opportunities to
meet and share experiences and best practice with others
in the same field, both regionally and topic based.
Peer to Peer Networking. Case studies from those within
the network who have benefitted from working closely
together on projects. Advice on members who are willing to
offer assistance to other agencies upon request.
Benefit from 50% discount on Journolink subscription for
members and clients – helping get stories into both traditional
and social media
Use of relevant NEN logo and all other Network branding on
your communications.
Benefit from discounted rates on software licences including
Microsoft and anti-virus
Benefit from discounts on accounts packages and other
relevant products.
Take advantage of referral schemes through carefully
selected partners to generate additional income.
Receive the right to vote, along with the potential to become
Directors of the Board.
Given priority in relation to partnering or sub-contracting
opportunities on national contracts secured by the Network.
Priority listing on the Network website directory.
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